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The PCSS Learning Commons
has seen some changes over the last
few months and we wanted to share
some of what is happening.
The First Nations print resources
have been moved into the main
space in order for students to
access. Many of the books have
multiple copies and are located in
the back room if you would like to
use them for small reading groups
in your classes. There are also some
teacher resources in the collection
as well.
The sturgeon nose canoe that was
created by Ki Louie’s Father has a
new case created by students in the
woodshop class. This is the centre

piece in the front of the library and
is part of a new IDEA lab space that
houses our makerspace carts along
with some student work tables. This
area will continue to see changes in
the coming months.
A LGBTQ+ history month display was accompanied by a number of new literature purchases.
We have also worked with Karin
Hawkins and the senior art class
to put up some student works in
the library. If you have not come
through lately it is worth a look.
Presently we are assessing the
resources in the back room in order
to consolidate the collection and
make the space more user friendly.

Yoga in the LLC
Do you feel better when you have a little physical activity? I know I do.
This is why we are offering up the library space every Wednesday morning between 7:30 and 8:00am in order to do some yoga as a group.
Have a cup of tea afterwards if you wish. First session is Nov. 4th so
come on out!

Teacher Resources
Did you know that the PCSS learning commons has
a new website? It has a teacher page with some great
resources. If there is something you would like to have
added, please let us know. (www.pcsslibrary.com)
If you like to use video in your classroom, it is worth
noting that the district pays a licensing fee for a
streaming service so that you can show films in class
@PCSSlibrary

without worrying about copyright infringement.
Criterion On Demand: Search by genre, including:
LGBTQ+, Literary Adaptation, Biography, and more. No
log-in is required while accessing via school tech on our
network at school. A log in is available for off-site prep
work. Please see Learning Commons Staff for access.
(www.criterionondemand.com)
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